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Excellent Amazon ReviewThe second you get this book in your hands and open it up, you are
feeling better about being alive!! 15-year-old Author / Chef Chase Bailey acts us delicious, eye-
pleasing however uncomplicated quality recipes, alongside interesting and amusing fun-facts
from history, world cultures, the culinary globe, and everyday life; It isn't way outrageous with
recipes, but it's not babyish either. I also like this a portion of the purchase price goes towards
Autism. I hate the same rehashed content material that most publishers put out. I'm so happy
with my purchase of handsome Chase Bailey's brand-new cookbook. down-to-earth yet
dignified, Chase has achieved a stability and a presentation that's inviting, accessible, and
befitting people of all age groups in households, classrooms, and libraries everywhere. I was
further impressed with the fact that Chase has established the Chase Yur Dreams Foundation,
which will be providing assets and grants to others with autism who are preparing themselves to
live as individually as possible; in addition to grants to organizations that provide services that
help people that have autism meet this objective. A portion of most income from his cookbook
product sales are going directly to the building blocks to greatly help meet their financing goals.
You will surely tell how much he loves cooking through his stories and his approach to his
recipes. I look forward to seeing what other surprises and ventures this excellent and ambitious
young man will tell us later on. Great cookbook, smartly designed and easy to follow recipes
Great cookbook, smartly designed and easy to follow recipes. Clever and lyrical chapter and
recipe titles;) It's a great gift for parents, aspiring youthful Chef's or Grandparents, who enjoy
hanging out teaching their Grandkids how to cook as my Grandmother do for me. My Grandson
loves selecting recipes and cooking food them for the family. Try it, you may like I want to give
you three reasons why I read this reserve, then three explanations why you should browse this
book. I can't remember how I ran across this cookbook but I'm glad I ordered it There are some
creative and delicious recipes right here. family I want to first say how incredibly proud I am of
this son. I also like the inspirational tale at the begging. What great support he has along with his
family, especially his mom, to have encouraged and helped him find his true calling and passion
in life, cooking. Cooking should be distributed to the whole family regardless of age or ability.
beneficial without being preachy; As a Grandmother, I anticipate sharing it with my
Grandchildren, accompanying it with some of Chase's videos in regards to the recipe. Number
on, not really because he is African-American or autistic, you should read this publication
because you prefer food. ; I have purchased 3 and everyone who offers received it loves it! Great
job Chase! Why should you read this book? Just what a sweet young man Chase can be. Third, it
is important for me to aid kids doing positive stuff. This is not just a cookbook - it's a joyful
experience into the center of an inspiring son. I didn't know anything about him ahead of his
book. First of all, I love cookbooks.The first reason I read this book is I was interested in the
backdrop story that he was autistic and had food jags.!!!! ???? Five Stars Great book Delicious
recipes I thought this publication would be yet another cute reserve, with french toast, and
things such as 10 topping you can add to french fries. Number 2, it is a quick read. as well as
refreshingly candid and endearing anecdotes and insights approximately his trip with autism.
My nephew and I acquired a kick out the dishes in this book. Something different Chase in your
face. I read plenty of cookbooks, the right, some bad. The dishes seem easy plenty of, that
anybody can do them and the tips, stories and background lessons are interesting to state the
least. If you ever get a chance, take a look and prevent by his internet site. You just might be
intrigued enough to test a recipe or two. This is stating something because he's 18 and he thinks
he might like to be a chef.! As you check out the reserve, his infectious personality permeates
through the web pages. Second, I like to support emerging authors. visually colourful without



being overwhelming; He is an motivation to others! A great cookbook This is an extremely fun
cookbook to share with your children. I really like the stunning full-color photos, fun food facts,
easy recipes and large print. A different sort of cookbook for a young person interested in trying
new factors fro a very interesting young man who has had few challenges along the way. I can
usually generally learn something fresh. I was pleasantly surprised. You can skim through the
book and see when there is a recipe that you and your family might prefer to try. Amount three,
perhaps you or someone you like is a so-known as picky eater. You can glean inspiration on
trying to eat outside your box. Fun cookbook for children & I cannot remember how I came
across this cookbook but I'm happy I purchased it.! When I first found this publication, I was like
who's this charming child radiating sunshine off the cover? Then mainly because I started to
read his background story and noticed that he had autism, I was so blown by what lengths he has
come and just what a great function model and person he's for teenagers today. As a youngster
having meals sensitivities and issues, it was therefore inspiring how he overcame them through
his exploration of food. My son can be autistic, Chase's tale gives me hope. ?? Five Stars My
grandson loved the book Five Stars Great cookbook very easy to comprehend espeaicially for
someone like me and chase with autism ! I checked out his You Tube channel and was very
impressed along with his culinary skills and influences that mold his knowledge. For an
adolescent to have such an impressive skill set in your kitchen was extremely amazing. I am the
mother of two autistic sons, so I relate all as well well to the problem, so I was interested in
hearing the tale from the kids point of view. So not only will purchasing this cookbook bring joy
and some delicious food into your life, you will also be assisting others make their dreams
possible.
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